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 7" and showed up in the administration panel, no problems there ok, and under the settings menu, is there a way to add a
partition? As to install lightdm: this is for installing in ubuntu 17.10? lattera: Yes, you can edit the configuration file with gedit,

nano or whatever tanter, i'm not sure, if the kernel can boot, just boot an older kernel (shift+ esc) ioria: Ok, I will try that,
thanks! latera: in the console it's "sudo gedit /etc/crypttab" ok, and I can just add a partition myself? or do I need to do

something? ioria: Should I try booting with the previous kernel, then install the new one? tanter, yes tanter, if you can I am
asking because I don't want to do anything that might harm the system lattera: it is useful to create an entry in /etc/crypttab for
the partition you want to have crypted. Make sure the file is owned by root (and only root) ioria: Uhh, what if I don't have older
kernels? latera: by default, crypttab only contains a single entry that is for the device itself. In your case you want to add another
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entry so the partion is available to crypttab ah, that is the other question I have... how do I add a partition to it? ioria: I'm running
15.10 tanter, ah, ok, i guess you'll be fine ioria: I would like to be on 16.04 though, I think latera: for example, my crypttab

contains only the device crypt_crypt /dev/mapper/crypt_crypt... then, if I add another device crypt_crypt2
/dev/mapper/crypt_crypt2 to crypttab, I can use cryptsetup to use the new device tanter, you can upgrade, but you can
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